Contrastive Emphasis: Comparison of Pitch Accents with Syllable Magnitudes
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Abstract

Contrastive emphasis as elicited from a semi-spontaneous dialogue paradigm was studied with respect to pitch accents and syllable magnitude. In this study, syllable magnitude is defined within the C/D model framework whereby the magnitude of the syllable is related to the displacement of the jaw from the occlusal plane. Articulatory data were collected using the x-ray microbeam facility at the University of Wisconsin. Fundamental frequency patterns were extracted using WAVES+, and the pitch patterns were transcribed using the ToBI system. The results indicate that for all speakers syllable magnitude increases with emphasis in a linear fashion, such that on the average, words that were well-perceived as emphasized have larger jaw opening than those that were poorly perceived as emphasized. The pitch accent associated with the emphasized word differs both within and across speakers. For well-perceived emphasis, the pitch accents can be H*, !H*, L+H*, L*+H, and L*+!H, and these same pitch accents also occur for the same speaker for moderately or poorly-perceived emphasis situations.

1. Introduction

When linguistic units stand out from their environment they are said to be prominent. According to the ToBI method of describing English intonation patterns [1], different types of pitch accents may be aligned to the prominent lexical item. These include H*, L*, L+H*, and L*+H. In ascribing meaning to pitch accents Pierrehumbert et al. [1] associate the H* accent with the introduction of a new topic, while the L* is used when the new information is mutually known to both listener and hearer. The L*+H accent is used by a speaker to convey the feeling of uncertainty or “lack of speaker commitment”, while the L+H* is used to contrastively emphasize an item. Thus, both the L*+H and the L+H* are said to be used to make an item salient.

Effects of prominence can also be studied by looking at changes in metrical patterns of an utterance, e.g., “syllable magnitude” patterns. Syllable magnitude as defined in this study is based on the framework of the C/D model [2,3,4,5]. The assumption is that the rhythmic organization of an utterance can be represented phonetically as a linear concatenated series of syllable and boundary pulses. The magnitude of the pulses varies in relation to the abstract prosodic strength of each syllable, and is proportional to syllable duration. Syllable duration is derived from articulatory movements, in particular, jaw opening. The study conducted by Erickson et al [6] and Erickson [7] lends support to the concept of relating jaw opening to syllable magnitude. Furthermore, using the same database as in this study it was found that jaw opening increases in corrected utterances; in particular, the emphasized digit has the largest jaw opening value within that utterance [8,9]. Previous findings suggest that acoustic manifestations of increased jaw opening may involve among other things changes in formant frequencies [7].

2. Method

2.1. Data recordings

In order to examine the interaction between pitch accents and syllable magnitude (as represented by jaw opening magnitude) in the production of emphasis in spontaneous speech, we analyzed jaw pellet position from data collected at the X-Ray Microbeam Facilities, the University of Wisconsin. (For a description of the microbeam technique, see Westbury[10,11]). The 2.5-3 mm in diameter gold pellet for recording the jaw position was placed on the mandibular incisor. Vertical jaw position was measured as the distance from the maxillary occlusal plane to the center of the pellet sphere as attached to the mandible incisor.

2.2. Speech samples

Spontaneous dialogues eliciting correction of a digit in a street address were recorded from each of four speakers of Midwestern American English (2 men, 2 women). The target phrase was always a 3 digit sequence: “5 9 5”, “9 5 9”, or “5 5 9”. In collecting the data, the speakers were told to pretend this was a telephone conversation in which the elicitor was not able to hear well, and therefore she may have to ask for clarification. The first response of the subject was always read from a monitor display. The entire dialogue (see sample below) lasted 25 seconds, and was recorded continuously with the microbeam pellet tracking. The digit that was to be corrected occurred in the first, second, or last of the three digits in the sequence, but within one dialogue, the correction occurred in the first, second, or last of the three digits in the sequence, but within one dialogue, the correction elicited was consistently on a particular digit. The experiment elicited 12-18 dialogues from each of the subjects. The experiment was designed to also elicit irritation from the speaker. An example of a dialogue is given below:

Dialog 13 (Speaker 2)
1. Elicitor: where do you work?
Speaker 2: I work at 9 5 9 Pine Street
2.  Elicitor: I’m sorry, was that 9 9 9 Pine Street?
Speaker 2: No, it’s 9 FIVE 9 Pine Street.
3.  Elicitor: Listen, is it 9 9 9 Pine Street?
Speaker 2: It’s 9 FIVE 9 Pine Street.
4.  Elicitor: I’m sorry. It’s not coming through. Is it 9 9 9 Pine Street?
Speaker 2: No, it’s 9 FIVE 9 Pine Street.
5.  Elicitor: You’re saying 9 9 9 Pine Street, right?
Speaker 2: No, I’m saying 9 FIVE 9 Pine Street.

2.3. Articulatory analysis

Measurements of the lowest vertical jaw position were made for each of the digits using a MATLAB-based software program (Ubedit) developed by Bryan Pardo [12].

In the data analysis reported here, only the dialogues eliciting correction on the second (i.e., middle) digit of the 3-digit sequence were used. Throughout the analysis, the digits “5” and “9” were treated as being interchangeable, since the data set was small, both contain the same vowel (diphthong), and statistical analysis of the corpus used in this study showed no significant difference between the amount of jaw opening for “5” and “9” [13].

2.4. Pitch accent analysis

Using WAVES+ and the ToBI transcription method, 2 phoneticians (the first two authors) marked the pitch accents for each of the utterances. The pitch accents were decided using the traditional method for ToBI transcription—listening to the audio signal at the same time looking at the F0 contour. The difference between the L*+H and L+H* pitch accents was a matter of timing—In both cases, there was a rise from low to high pitch but in the L*+H accent, the peak F0 was toward the end of the syllable, whereas for the L+H*, the peak F0 was in the middle of the syllable.

2.5. Emphasis perception tests

The design of the experiment called for speakers to correct street addresses, which were misunderstood by the experimenter. In order to test whether listeners were able to perceive which digit was corrected, perception tests were conducted. Reported here are perception tests done earlier with the same data, as part of acoustic and articulatory studies by Spring, Erickson, and Call [14] and Erickson and Lehiste [15]. Perception tests were run on the 3-digit sequences plus “Pine Street” (excluding the rest of the utterance) uttered by each of the 4 speakers in separate listening test sessions. Two randomizations of the sequences were presented to 20 university students.

3. Results

For this study we only looked at those dialogues that contained middle digit corrections. Emphasis scores obtained from the previous study by author Erickson were divided into three bins corresponding to the subjective categories of ‘Well-perceived’, ‘Moderately-perceived’ and ‘Poorly-perceived’. All digits that were perceived for emphasis 80% of the time and greater were grouped in the ‘Well-perceived’ category, those perceived 79% to 40% were included in the ‘Moderately-perceived’ and all values below 39% were included in the category of ‘Poorly-perceived’. Analyses were conducted separately for each speaker.

3.1. Emphasis and syllable magnitude

Fig. 1 shows bar graphs plotted for averaged syllable magnitude (jaw opening) on the vertical axis and perception of emphasis (binned) on the absissa. The types of pitch accents used by the speaker are depicted within each bar in terms of percentages of occurrences. In this figure it is evident that those digits that were ‘Well-perceived’ as emphasized had the largest average jaw opening while those digits that were perceived to be less emphasized had less average jaw opening. This was true for all speakers. The correlation of syllable magnitude with perception of emphasis was significant for all speakers (Speaker 1: r = .830, p = .001; Speaker 2: r = .707, p< .001; Speaker 3: r = .676, p< .001 and Speaker 4: r = .705, p< .001).

3.2. Emphasis and pitch accents

Much variability was seen in the assignment of pitch accents by speakers. Table 1 gives the percentage occurrence of pitch accents for each speaker for the ‘Well-perceived’, ‘Moderately-perceived’ and ‘Poorly-perceived’ emphasis conditions for the middle digit (which was intended by the dialogue protocol to be emphasized). Also in Fig. 1 it can be seen that across the different emphasis situations some speakers do not vary much in the assignment of pitch accents.

4. Discussion

From this study we can see that for all speakers, syllable magnitude as a measure of jaw opening increases with increasing emphasis. At the same time we find that speakers vary with the type of pitch accent they assign to the ‘Well-perceived’ contrastively emphasized digit. Some speakers choose to use high F0 on the stressed syllable as in H*, or L+H*, where the rise in F0 occurs before the onset of the vowel. On the other hand, some speakers assign low F0 to the stressed syllable as in the L*+H pitch accent, where the rise in F0 begins in the vowel and the peak manifests in the final consonant or later. Thus, there is a difference in strategy as to which aspect of the F0 contour associates with the stressed syllable. Moreover, certain speakers tend to use predominantly one pitch accent for well-perceived emphasis Speaker 2 tends to use L+H* and Speaker 4, L*+H. However, the other 2 speakers use 3 types of pitch accents (almost equally frequently) for digits that were ‘Well-perceived’ as emphasized. In addition, for all speakers, the pitch accents used for ‘Well-perceived’ emphasis are also used with ‘Moderately’ or ‘Poorly-perceived’ emphasis.

5. Conclusions

American English speakers in producing contrastive emphasis make the word to be emphasized stand out from its environment presumably so listeners can perceive an increased prominence or salience. Speakers are able to control both the metrical structure (changes in syllable magnitude) and the tonal structure (changes in pitch accent) to make a specific word stand out from the others around it. The interesting finding in this study is that on the average all speakers use increased jaw opening to signal an emphasized word. But the
choice of pitch accents seems to be a matter of individual choice. Furthermore, either a lowering or raising of pitch can be used to indicate emphasis. It could be that in semi-spontaneous elicitation a variety of pitch accents are used to convey contrastive emphasis. Or perhaps the difficulty of the particular task, i.e., to keep repeating the same correction, contributed to the speaker using a variety of pitch accent in order to try to communicate more clearly the correction to the listener. These findings suggest that for American English, which is said to be a syllable-stressed timed language, that metrical structure, as indicated by changes in syllable magnitude patterns, may constitute the underlying prosodic structure of American English, and tonal structure is added on as a matter of individual speaker choice. To what extent this can be said to apply to other syllable stressed timed languages is an interesting question to pursue.
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Table 1: Percentage of pitch accents for different speakers and different perception of emphasis. In some cases there were no pitch change perceived on the digit (Speaker 2, 29% in poorly-perceived, Speaker 3, 6% in well-perceived and 9% in poorly-perceived).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Well-Perceived</th>
<th>Moderately-Perceived</th>
<th>Poorly-Perceived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L*+H</td>
<td>L+H*</td>
<td>H*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Syllable magnitudes and pitch accents for four speakers (S1, S2, S3, S4) on middle digits (which were intended to be emphasized) as a function of how well emphasis was perceived by listeners. ‘No P.Ac’ represent cases where no pitch accent occurred.